Smart Subscription for AMX Navigate

An X-ray that keeps getting better
Healthcare providers are keeping mobile X-ray systems longer and fewer are able to upgrade equipment over its life span. This results in unwanted variation in X-ray images and capabilities across your fleet.

Consumer technology manufacturers removed the connection between hardware and software, allowing brand new features to be automatically uploaded to devices overnight.

We’ve brought this capability to X-ray technology with Smart Subscription.
Stay up-to-date with mobile X-ray innovation

Smart Subscription is a new subscription-based service for X-ray applications that delivers new capabilities as they become available.

Push the latest software and applications to your entire fleet.
X-ray Smart Subscription | All in one package

Enabling effortless workflow with zero-click exam and clinical excellence with AI

Applications training

Updates and upgrades included
Minimum three-year subscription
Subscription continues at the same price when you replace your AMX Navigate system

RFID Badge Reader + HIS/RIS + Critical Care Suite and Quality Care Suite on device AI

Barcode Scanner + AutoRAD + AutoGrid

(All-in-one applications and enabling hardware)
The best version of your mobile X-ray is still to come

Smart Subscription provides your AMX Navigate or AMX Navigate fleet with the same consistent upgrades over time that you enjoy with many of the consumer devices found in homes today.

Not only will you always have access to the latest capabilities, but any technologist will be able to use the same software and access the same functionality across your fleet of mobile X-ray devices.

For the first time, you can expect your X-ray to keep improving for as long as you have it.

Contact your GE sales representative to help find the right Smart Subscription solution for you.
About GE Healthcare

GE Healthcare is a leading global medical technology and digital solutions innovator. Supported by its Edison platform, GE Healthcare enables clinicians to make faster, more informed decisions through intelligent devices, diagnostic pharmaceuticals, data analytics, applications and services. With over 100 years of healthcare industry experience and around 50,000 employees globally, the company operates at the center of an ecosystem working toward precision health and digitizing healthcare—helping drive productivity and improve outcomes for patients, providers, health systems and researchers around the world.

Follow us on Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, and Insights for the latest news, or visit our website www.gehealthcare.com for more information.